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Dear HEC

PLEASE do NOT support the Bill to recommend that midwives etc may administer the
abortion pill.

The health system exists to protect life, not kill it, and the IVF system is proof and the
whole pregnancy care system is proof that a fertilised egg is a human being. 

To actively intervene to kill this new life is just another means to enhance the culture of
death in society. I will never forget when a bloke standing at a pub when the pro-life was
march was on, proudly calling out on the top of his voice for all families and children to
hear, 'I killed my baby'. 

And then the Government wonders why is there such an increase in domestic violence,
because life is cheapened by the Government to be disposable like rubbish. That's the
message you, ie Government, reinforce with killing of babies up to full term, to kill it.
That's why some people think nothing of doing what you legalise. 

Did you know that Steve Jobs of Apple was born out of wedlock and was thankfully not
terminated by committee recommendation like you are deliberating, but was adopted and
nurtured to give to society in an incredible way. 

Did you know the best fiddle player in the world, Michael Cleveland, was born blind and
with a cleft palette, and was welcomed into the world to give to society in an incredible
way. 

Justin Bieber's mother Pattie Mallette conceived him while 17 years old and unmarried,
and loved and nurtured her baby and did not kill him and Justin has contributed to the
world in an incredible way. 

How many Steve Jobs', Michael Cleveland's and Justin Bieber's have been sacrificed to the
culture of death? Please do not add to this travesty of injustice.

The WHO advised for 2023 that 44 million babies were aborted in one year, which makes
the world wars pale into insignificance. Please do not add to this as Government legislation
becomes the new major killer of humans. 



HEALTH 

12,942,700 
Communicable disease deaths this year 

504,323 
Seasonal flu deaths this year 

7,578,209 
Deaths of children under 5 this year 

44,618,883 
Abortions this year 

Sources and info: 
• Abortion - World Health Organization (WHO) 

Give solutions like reported here 
Tasmanian teen mum's suimort program goes national 

Tasmanian teen mum's support program 
goes national 

After becoming pregnant at 16, Bernadette Black said people 
"looked at me critically and judgmentally and made me think that I 

should be embarrassed and ashamed" - now, the Tasmanian 
support program she set up to help other young women is going 

natio 
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where pregnant women can be shown support and love, not stigmatised and death. 

We are all answerable to God on judgement day for om deeds in this life, let yow- actions 
to this email be witness to protect life, not kill it. 

Thanks 
Paul Swan 
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